BOOK REVIEW


The present two-volume set is Jones' fourth major contribution to the American Theological Library Association's Bibliography Series. Originally, Jones intended to include material on Neo-Pentecostalism in his *Guide to the Study of the Pentecostal Movement,* but the sheer volume of material necessitated a separate work.

The set is divided into four parts—The Charismatic Movement; Denominational and Organizational Responses; Schools; and Biography—and it includes individuals and organizations which are supportive as well as those that are critical of the movement. Both major strands of the Charismatic tradition—the trans-denominational renewal movements and the non-denominational independent movements—are well represented.

As with Jones' other major bibliographies, experts will notice some errors, question some of his classification decisions, and wonder at some inclusions and omissions. But all must marvel at Jones' remarkable ability to track down and organize the vast amount of information that is included. Consequently, this set is indispensable for all theological libraries and upper-division undergraduate and graduate collections generally.
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